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���100���� ������������ ��������� ���������� ������������ ���� �������� ������������������������ ���� ��������� �� ������� ������������ ���
������ ������������� ������������������� �������� ���� ����������������������� ���������� ��������������������� this textbook thoroughly
explains the principles of macroeconomics it provides insights into the important macroeconomic issues such as determination of output
employment interest rates and inflation this textbook discusses classical and keynesian theories of macroeconomics as well as aptly
incorporates post keynesian developments in various aspects of macroeconomics further it discusses at appropriate places the relevance and
applicability of various macroeconomic theories for the developing countries this textbook also explains and critically evaluates the post
keynesian theories of consumption function namely kuznet s consumption function modigliani s life cycle hypothesis and much more this
classic study addresses ethical questions relating to such topics as marriage labor capital punishment truthfulness jesus teaching in the
sermon on the mount law and grace and the fear of god murray points the reader to all of scripture as the basic authority in matters of
christian conduct principles of physical chemistry second edition uniquely uses simple physical models as well as rigorous treatments for
understanding molecular and supramolecular systems and processes in this way the presentation assists students in developing an intuitive
understanding of the subjects as well as skill in quantitative manipulations the unifying nature of physical chemistry is emphasized in the
book by its organization beginning with atoms and molecules and proceeding to molecular assemblies of increasing complexity ending with the
emergence of matter that carries information i e the origin of life a physicochemical process of unique importance the aim is to show the
broad scope and coherence of physical chemistry ����������� ���� ������������������ ����� ����� ������������ mit���������������������������
������ ���������������� ���������������������� philosophy teaches us to seek in nature and the knowledge of her laws for the cause of every
event when this knowledge shall become universal man will relinquish with elevated satisfaction his attachment to supernatural and
vindictive theology it is this theology which has destroyed the harmony of nature and demoralized the intelligent world the establishment
of theological systems claiming divine origin has been among the most destructive causes by which the life of man has been afflicted the
new chapters contained in this edition are intended to awaken a spirit of philosophic enquiry into every description of adherents to the
ancient regimen and to induce them to pass once more in review the religious theories to which they have been so strongly attached the
principal design of the author through the whole of this work has been to give to moral principle a basis as durable as time and as
immortal as the specific succession of human existence and to render the sentiment of virtue as far as possible independent of all the
theological reveries of antiquity psycinfo database record c 2008 apa all rights reserved principles of management a christian perspective
is a pedagogically solid business management text that examines the art and science of management from a christian point of view for
students the book is easy to read and understand which means that it will indeed be read by them attributes of this book include relevancy
the book discusses management s theoretical foundations critical managerial functions and pertinent applications christ centered each
chapter contains applicable scriptural passages as well as spiritually driven discussion questions affordable this text is reasonably
priced far more economical than most other completive books on the market today this introductory level textbook offers a clear and concise
overview of commercial law for undergraduate law students covering all the key areas of law that may be included in a commercial law module
including agency sale of goods bailments carriage of goods commercial financing and conflict of laws it also introduces relevant elements
of related fields such as banking and insolvency law and touches on emerging issues such as cryptocurrencies the 21st century business
environment demands more analysis and rigor in marketing decision making increasingly marketing decision making resembles design
engineering putting together concepts data analyses and simulations to learn about the marketplace and to design effective marketing plans
while many view traditional marketing as art and some view it as science the new marketing increasingly looks like engineering that is
combining art and science to solve specific problems marketing engineering is the systematic approach to harness data and knowledge to
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drive effective marketing decision making and implementation through a technology enabled and model supported decision process for more
information on excel based models that support these concepts visit decisionpro biz we have designed this book primarily for the business
school student or marketing manager who with minimal background and technical training must understand and employ the basic tools and
models associated with marketing engineering we offer an accessible overview of the most widely used marketing engineering concepts and
tools and show how they drive the collection of the right data and information to perform the right analyses to make better marketing plans
better product designs and better marketing decisions what s new in the 2nd edition while much has changed in the nearly five years since
the first edition of principles of marketing engineering was published much has remained the same hence we have not changed the basic
structure or contents of the book we have however updated the examples and references added new content on customer lifetime value and
customer valuation methods added several new pricing models added new material on reverse perceptual mapping to describe some exciting
enhancements to our marketing engineering for excel software provided some new perspectives on the future of marketing engineering provided
better alignment between the content of the text and both the software and cases available with marketing engineering for excel 2 0 just as
there are universal laws that govern the world of nature there are basic principles that govern our personal lives and relationships these
seven biblical principles apply to every person regardless of culture background religion age education or social status an understanding
of these principles can bring insights into the cause and effect sequences of life consequently individuals can become equipped to make
wise choices and avoid failure the new edition of a textbook introducing the fundamental concepts and methods of macroeconomics blending
economic theory institutional material and real world applications the authors discuss measuring national output and income the affects of
government and fiscal policy money supply and the federal reserve system and other issues of national macroeconomics there is also a
shorter section devoted to international issues discussing comparative advantage and protectionism balance of payments and exchange rates
and the economics of developing and transitional economies the cd rom contains tutorial walk throughs for each chapter summarizing key
concepts as well as end of chapter quizzes and 20 graphs related material in the text annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1907 edition excerpt the distinction with which we are thus concerned is
better described as that between classification intended for special purposes and that which is intended for general purposes there must be
some purpose or aim presupposed in every arrangement of the kind in question just as there must be one for the shape and size of a tool and
the determination of this purpose at once puts its stamp upon the consequent classification it is perfectly optional on our part to select
our purpose and the purpose may be of the most various kinds but as soon as we have decided upon this one particular arrangement is
suggested as being more complete and convenient and therefore more natural than any other a good illustration of the kind of distinction
here in question is furnished by the common manuals of the flora of any country or district take for instance that of bentham at the
beginning of the work we find an elaborate classification under the title of an analytical key the sole guiding principle of which is so to
arrange the plants that a person who has a specimen of one of these actually before him may be able to ascertain the name at the end of the
book we find a totally different arrangement the familiar alphabetical one in which the determining motive is simply that a person who
knows the name may be enabled to ascertain the characteristics of the plant but the bulk of the book is of course arranged on a third and
again totally different kind of classification of which no more compendious description can be given than that it best subserves the
general purposes of study speculative as well as practical of the objects in question each of these arrangements is in the strictest sense
what we must understand as a this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
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we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant this pioneering text provides a comprehensive introduction to systems structure function and modeling as applied in all fields of
science and engineering systems understanding is increasingly recognized as a key to a more holistic education and greater problem solving
skills and is also reflected in the trend toward interdisciplinary approaches to research on complex phenomena while the concepts and
components of systems science will continue to be distributed throughout the various disciplines undergraduate degree programs in systems
science are also being developed including at the authors own institutions however the subject is approached systems science as a basis for
understanding the components and drivers of phenomena at all scales should be viewed with the same importance as a traditional liberal arts
education principles of systems science contains many graphs illustrations side bars examples and problems to enhance understanding from
basic principles of organization complexity abstract representations and behavior dynamics to deeper aspects such as the relations between
information knowledge computation and system control to higher order aspects such as auto organization emergence and evolution the book
provides an integrated perspective on the comprehensive nature of systems it ends with practical aspects such as systems analysis computer
modeling and systems engineering that demonstrate how the knowledge of systems can be used to solve problems in the real world each chapter
is broken into parts beginning with qualitative descriptions that stand alone for students who have taken intermediate algebra the second
part presents quantitative descriptions that are based on pre calculus and advanced algebra providing a more formal treatment for students
who have the necessary mathematical background numerous examples of systems from every realm of life including the physical and biological
sciences humanities social sciences engineering pre med and pre law are based on the fundamental systems concepts of boundaries components
as subsystems processes as flows of materials energy and messages work accomplished functions performed hierarchical structures and more
understanding these basics enables further understanding both of how systems endure and how they may become increasingly complex and
exhibit new properties or characteristics serves as a textbook for teaching systems fundamentals in any discipline or for use in an
introductory course in systems science degree programs addresses a wide range of audiences with different levels of mathematical
sophistication includes open ended questions in special boxes intended to stimulate integrated thinking and class discussion describes
numerous examples of systems in science and society captures the trend towards interdisciplinary research and problem solving principles of
learning and memory presents state of the art reviews that cover the experimental analysis of behavior as well as the biological basis of
learning and memory and that overcome traditional borders separating disciplines the resulting chapters present and evaluate core findings
of human learning and memory that are obtained in different fields of research and on different levels of analysis the reader will acquire
a broad and integrated perspective of human learning and memory based on current approaches in this domain concise description of classical
statistics from basic dice probabilities to modern regression analysis equal stress on theory and applications moderate difficulty only
basic calculus required includes problems with answers discover the hidden language of images using this full color guide to the elements
and principles of art and design with over 200 individual illustrations and 30 artwork examples this comprehensive illustrated exploration
of how images are composed is organized for easy reference and explores each element and principle in depth unlike big textbooks this field
guide sized edition can easily slip into a bag or pocket for your next trip to the museum design meeting or classroom critique this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant edited by four leading members of the new
generation of medical and healthcare ethicists working in the uk respected worldwide for their work in medical ethics principles of health
care ethics second edition is a standard resource for students professionals and academics wishing to understand current and future issues
in healthcare ethics with a distinguished international panel of contributors working at the leading edge of academia this volume presents
a comprehensive guide to the field with state of the art introductions to the wide range of topics in modern healthcare ethics from consent
to human rights from utilitarianism to feminism from the doctor patient relationship to xenotransplantation this volume is the second
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edition of the highly successful work edited by professor raanan gillon emeritus professor of medical ethics at imperial college london and
former editor of the journal of medical ethics the leading journal in this field developments from the first edition include the focus on
four principles method is relaxed to cover more different methods in health care ethics more material on new medical technologies is
included the coverage of issues on the doctor patient relationship is expanded and material on ethics and public health is brought together
into a new section �������������������������������� ����� �����������������1����� principles of accounts for csec 2nd edition prepared
students for the examination at csec level as well as subsequent post secondary professional studies and entry level employment written by
an experienced team of accounting educators and examiners the course matches the syllabus exactly giving the students confidence that they
are preparing effectively for the examination clear and concise explanations of accounting principles and procedures develop students
skills and a range of case studies enables them to apply their learning to real world situations these are complemented by a large number
of carefully constructed examination style questions providing students with plenty of opportunity to test their understanding of the
concepts covered first published in 1966 principles of christian theology is recognized as a classic in its presentation of the major
themes of christian thought in contemporary terms this edition now includes new or additional material on topics such as the individual and
society truth demons atonement the holy spirit the papacy and collegiality as noted theologian robert mcafee brown has said of professor
macquarrie possibly no one has a greater ability to summarize and describe varying points of view with such scrupulous fairness and clarity
and yet maintain a distinctive position of his own written by four prominent academics this is one of south africa s best selling computer
books it was written specifically for those managing or using computers for the first time be they accountants lawyers or other business
people it is also an ideal introduction to business computing for the commerce student
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PRINCIPLES(プリンシプルズ) 人生と仕事の原則

2019-03-20

this textbook thoroughly explains the principles of macroeconomics it provides insights into the important macroeconomic issues such as
determination of output employment interest rates and inflation this textbook discusses classical and keynesian theories of macroeconomics
as well as aptly incorporates post keynesian developments in various aspects of macroeconomics further it discusses at appropriate places
the relevance and applicability of various macroeconomic theories for the developing countries this textbook also explains and critically
evaluates the post keynesian theories of consumption function namely kuznet s consumption function modigliani s life cycle hypothesis and
much more

マンキュー入門経済学（第３版）

2019-09-27

this classic study addresses ethical questions relating to such topics as marriage labor capital punishment truthfulness jesus teaching in
the sermon on the mount law and grace and the fear of god murray points the reader to all of scripture as the basic authority in matters of
christian conduct

SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF MAN

2018

principles of physical chemistry second edition uniquely uses simple physical models as well as rigorous treatments for understanding
molecular and supramolecular systems and processes in this way the presentation assists students in developing an intuitive understanding
of the subjects as well as skill in quantitative manipulations the unifying nature of physical chemistry is emphasized in the book by its



organization beginning with atoms and molecules and proceeding to molecular assemblies of increasing complexity ending with the emergence
of matter that carries information i e the origin of life a physicochemical process of unique importance the aim is to show the broad scope
and coherence of physical chemistry
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The Seven Principles of Man
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Two Principles of Living

2019-03

philosophy teaches us to seek in nature and the knowledge of her laws for the cause of every event when this knowledge shall become
universal man will relinquish with elevated satisfaction his attachment to supernatural and vindictive theology it is this theology which
has destroyed the harmony of nature and demoralized the intelligent world the establishment of theological systems claiming divine origin
has been among the most destructive causes by which the life of man has been afflicted the new chapters contained in this edition are
intended to awaken a spirit of philosophic enquiry into every description of adherents to the ancient regimen and to induce them to pass
once more in review the religious theories to which they have been so strongly attached the principal design of the author through the
whole of this work has been to give to moral principle a basis as durable as time and as immortal as the specific succession of human
existence and to render the sentiment of virtue as far as possible independent of all the theological reveries of antiquity psycinfo
database record c 2008 apa all rights reserved



The Principles of Morals

1957-07-17

principles of management a christian perspective is a pedagogically solid business management text that examines the art and science of
management from a christian point of view for students the book is easy to read and understand which means that it will indeed be read by
them attributes of this book include relevancy the book discusses management s theoretical foundations critical managerial functions and
pertinent applications christ centered each chapter contains applicable scriptural passages as well as spiritually driven discussion
questions affordable this text is reasonably priced far more economical than most other completive books on the market today

Principles of Conduct

2009-03-17

this introductory level textbook offers a clear and concise overview of commercial law for undergraduate law students covering all the key
areas of law that may be included in a commercial law module including agency sale of goods bailments carriage of goods commercial
financing and conflict of laws it also introduces relevant elements of related fields such as banking and insolvency law and touches on
emerging issues such as cryptocurrencies

Principles of Physical Chemistry

2021-12-14

the 21st century business environment demands more analysis and rigor in marketing decision making increasingly marketing decision making
resembles design engineering putting together concepts data analyses and simulations to learn about the marketplace and to design effective
marketing plans while many view traditional marketing as art and some view it as science the new marketing increasingly looks like
engineering that is combining art and science to solve specific problems marketing engineering is the systematic approach to harness data
and knowledge to drive effective marketing decision making and implementation through a technology enabled and model supported decision
process for more information on excel based models that support these concepts visit decisionpro biz we have designed this book primarily
for the business school student or marketing manager who with minimal background and technical training must understand and employ the
basic tools and models associated with marketing engineering we offer an accessible overview of the most widely used marketing engineering
concepts and tools and show how they drive the collection of the right data and information to perform the right analyses to make better
marketing plans better product designs and better marketing decisions what s new in the 2nd edition while much has changed in the nearly
five years since the first edition of principles of marketing engineering was published much has remained the same hence we have not
changed the basic structure or contents of the book we have however updated the examples and references added new content on customer
lifetime value and customer valuation methods added several new pricing models added new material on reverse perceptual mapping to describe
some exciting enhancements to our marketing engineering for excel software provided some new perspectives on the future of marketing
engineering provided better alignment between the content of the text and both the software and cases available with marketing engineering
for excel 2 0



アメリカン・ユートピア

1916

just as there are universal laws that govern the world of nature there are basic principles that govern our personal lives and
relationships these seven biblical principles apply to every person regardless of culture background religion age education or social
status an understanding of these principles can bring insights into the cause and effect sequences of life consequently individuals can
become equipped to make wise choices and avoid failure

The Social Principles of Jesus

2021-02

the new edition of a textbook introducing the fundamental concepts and methods of macroeconomics blending economic theory institutional
material and real world applications the authors discuss measuring national output and income the affects of government and fiscal policy
money supply and the federal reserve system and other issues of national macroeconomics there is also a shorter section devoted to
international issues discussing comparative advantage and protectionism balance of payments and exchange rates and the economics of
developing and transitional economies the cd rom contains tutorial walk throughs for each chapter summarizing key concepts as well as end
of chapter quizzes and 20 graphs related material in the text annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

カラー図解アメリカ版新・大学生物学の教科書 1 細胞生物学

2014-03-05

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1907 edition excerpt the distinction with which we are thus concerned is
better described as that between classification intended for special purposes and that which is intended for general purposes there must be
some purpose or aim presupposed in every arrangement of the kind in question just as there must be one for the shape and size of a tool and
the determination of this purpose at once puts its stamp upon the consequent classification it is perfectly optional on our part to select
our purpose and the purpose may be of the most various kinds but as soon as we have decided upon this one particular arrangement is
suggested as being more complete and convenient and therefore more natural than any other a good illustration of the kind of distinction
here in question is furnished by the common manuals of the flora of any country or district take for instance that of bentham at the
beginning of the work we find an elaborate classification under the title of an analytical key the sole guiding principle of which is so to
arrange the plants that a person who has a specimen of one of these actually before him may be able to ascertain the name at the end of the
book we find a totally different arrangement the familiar alphabetical one in which the determining motive is simply that a person who
knows the name may be enabled to ascertain the characteristics of the plant but the bulk of the book is of course arranged on a third and
again totally different kind of classification of which no more compendious description can be given than that it best subserves the
general purposes of study speculative as well as practical of the objects in question each of these arrangements is in the strictest sense
what we must understand as a



コトラー、アームストロング、恩藏のマーケティング原理

1830

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Principles of Nature, Or, A Development of the Moral Causes of Happiness and Misery Among the
Human Species

2015-09-03

this pioneering text provides a comprehensive introduction to systems structure function and modeling as applied in all fields of science
and engineering systems understanding is increasingly recognized as a key to a more holistic education and greater problem solving skills
and is also reflected in the trend toward interdisciplinary approaches to research on complex phenomena while the concepts and components
of systems science will continue to be distributed throughout the various disciplines undergraduate degree programs in systems science are
also being developed including at the authors own institutions however the subject is approached systems science as a basis for
understanding the components and drivers of phenomena at all scales should be viewed with the same importance as a traditional liberal arts
education principles of systems science contains many graphs illustrations side bars examples and problems to enhance understanding from
basic principles of organization complexity abstract representations and behavior dynamics to deeper aspects such as the relations between
information knowledge computation and system control to higher order aspects such as auto organization emergence and evolution the book
provides an integrated perspective on the comprehensive nature of systems it ends with practical aspects such as systems analysis computer
modeling and systems engineering that demonstrate how the knowledge of systems can be used to solve problems in the real world each chapter
is broken into parts beginning with qualitative descriptions that stand alone for students who have taken intermediate algebra the second
part presents quantitative descriptions that are based on pre calculus and advanced algebra providing a more formal treatment for students
who have the necessary mathematical background numerous examples of systems from every realm of life including the physical and biological
sciences humanities social sciences engineering pre med and pre law are based on the fundamental systems concepts of boundaries components
as subsystems processes as flows of materials energy and messages work accomplished functions performed hierarchical structures and more
understanding these basics enables further understanding both of how systems endure and how they may become increasingly complex and
exhibit new properties or characteristics serves as a textbook for teaching systems fundamentals in any discipline or for use in an
introductory course in systems science degree programs addresses a wide range of audiences with different levels of mathematical
sophistication includes open ended questions in special boxes intended to stimulate integrated thinking and class discussion describes
numerous examples of systems in science and society captures the trend towards interdisciplinary research and problem solving



Principles of Management

2022-06-14

principles of learning and memory presents state of the art reviews that cover the experimental analysis of behavior as well as the
biological basis of learning and memory and that overcome traditional borders separating disciplines the resulting chapters present and
evaluate core findings of human learning and memory that are obtained in different fields of research and on different levels of analysis
the reader will acquire a broad and integrated perspective of human learning and memory based on current approaches in this domain

Principles of Commercial Law

1793

concise description of classical statistics from basic dice probabilities to modern regression analysis equal stress on theory and
applications moderate difficulty only basic calculus required includes problems with answers

Sketches of the Principles of Government

2013

discover the hidden language of images using this full color guide to the elements and principles of art and design with over 200
individual illustrations and 30 artwork examples this comprehensive illustrated exploration of how images are composed is organized for
easy reference and explores each element and principle in depth unlike big textbooks this field guide sized edition can easily slip into a
bag or pocket for your next trip to the museum design meeting or classroom critique

Principles of Marketing Engineering, 2nd Edition

2004-06

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Design Rule Index

2019-05-25



edited by four leading members of the new generation of medical and healthcare ethicists working in the uk respected worldwide for their
work in medical ethics principles of health care ethics second edition is a standard resource for students professionals and academics
wishing to understand current and future issues in healthcare ethics with a distinguished international panel of contributors working at
the leading edge of academia this volume presents a comprehensive guide to the field with state of the art introductions to the wide range
of topics in modern healthcare ethics from consent to human rights from utilitarianism to feminism from the doctor patient relationship to
xenotransplantation this volume is the second edition of the highly successful work edited by professor raanan gillon emeritus professor of
medical ethics at imperial college london and former editor of the journal of medical ethics the leading journal in this field developments
from the first edition include the focus on four principles method is relaxed to cover more different methods in health care ethics more
material on new medical technologies is included the coverage of issues on the doctor patient relationship is expanded and material on
ethics and public health is brought together into a new section

Principles of Life from the Word of God

2001
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Principles of Macroeconomics

2013-09

principles of accounts for csec 2nd edition prepared students for the examination at csec level as well as subsequent post secondary
professional studies and entry level employment written by an experienced team of accounting educators and examiners the course matches the
syllabus exactly giving the students confidence that they are preparing effectively for the examination clear and concise explanations of
accounting principles and procedures develop students skills and a range of case studies enables them to apply their learning to real world
situations these are complemented by a large number of carefully constructed examination style questions providing students with plenty of
opportunity to test their understanding of the concepts covered

The Principles of Empirical Or Inductive Logic

1992

first published in 1966 principles of christian theology is recognized as a classic in its presentation of the major themes of christian
thought in contemporary terms this edition now includes new or additional material on topics such as the individual and society truth
demons atonement the holy spirit the papacy and collegiality as noted theologian robert mcafee brown has said of professor macquarrie
possibly no one has a greater ability to summarize and describe varying points of view with such scrupulous fairness and clarity and yet
maintain a distinctive position of his own



Study Guide for Principles of Finance

2019-03-25

written by four prominent academics this is one of south africa s best selling computer books it was written specifically for those
managing or using computers for the first time be they accountants lawyers or other business people it is also an ideal introduction to
business computing for the commerce student

The Principles Of Morals (introductory Chapters)

2014-11-10

Principles of Systems Science

2012-12-06

Principles of Learning and Memory

1979-01-01

Principles of Statistics

2018

An Illustrated Field Guide to the Elements and Principles of Art + Design

2014

コーポレート・ファイナンス

2022-10-26



The Seven Principles of Man
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Principles of Health Care Ethics

2019-09

マンキュー経済学 I ミクロ編

2019-07-25

Principles of Accounts CSEC®

1977

Principles of Christian Theology

2000-01-31

The Principles of Business Computing

1819

Principles of Nature

2021
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